
Darwin’s Theory of 

Natural Selection



Question: Has Life Ever Changed?

• In 1700’s, scientists examined 
fossils that showed how extinct 
species look very different than 
they do today.

• Scientists began to introduce the 
idea that life was not “fixed” 
(unchanged) since creation.



Early Ideas about how life Changes

Jean Baptiste Lamarck

If an organism had an inner “need” to 
change its characteristics, it could do 
so. These new traits would then be 
passed down to it’s offspring.

– Proven WRONG!

Ex: A giraffe who needed to reach
high tree branches in order to find 
food would stretch it’s neck, and the 
neck would grow longer. Now all 
giraffes are born with long necks.



Charles Darwin

• Naturalist born in 1809.

• During Darwin’s time, scientists were beginning to realize 
the world was much older than they originally thought.

• It also was thought that the same processes that shaped the earth 
thousands of years ago were still happening today
– Earthquakes

– Volcanoes

– Floods

• Darwin’s Question: If Earth could change over time, does life change too?



Darwin’s Voyage
Darwin went along on a 
5-year voyage around the 
world to collect specimens 
of plants and animals, which 
led him to discovering 
much more.

He made a majority of 
observations in the 

Galapagos Islands, off the coast 
of South America.

H.M.S. Beagle



Darwin’s Observations

• Darwin observed Galapagos Finches, that 
looked almost identical except for their 
beaks. Each finch ate a different food 
source on each island.

• After long observation, Darwin was able to conclude that the only way all 
the finches could exist on the island is if they avoided competition by 
adapting to eat different food. Different food required different beak 
types.

Why so many 
finches with slightly 

different 
characteristics??



• If two species had to compete for food or space, the finch with 
the best beak type would survive, and the other would starve.

Over time, finch beaks adapted to 
many different food sources, creating 
many different species of finch, all 
originally from a common ancestor.

This is called Adaptive Radiation



The 5 Points of Natural Selection
Darwin recorded his observations in his book The Origin of Species, and 
developed statements that would later explain why species change over time. 

Principle Explanation

Variations exist within populations Students in class all look different

Variations are inherited You look similar to your parents

Organisms produce more offspring than can survive. Animals and plants are very successful at reproducing, 
but most offspring are lost to predators, disease, or 
other factors. Relatively few survive to reproduce.

Individuals with variations best suited for the habitat 
survive and reproduce

The main idea behind natural selection. Survival is not 
random. Those that are the fittest survive.

A population will change over time. Through generations of reproduction, the best 
adaptations are passed down and have the ability to 
change how a  species looks or acts over time.



• Trait variations are caused by 
genetic mutations or the 
shuffling of genes in sexual 
reproduction. 

• Inheriting certain variations 
could make you better suited for 
your environment than the rest 
of your population.

Variations Exist in Populations and they are inherited.



Organisms produce more offspring than can survive.

• This leads to competition for food 
and space.

• Creates a struggle for existence.

• Competition is especially strong 
between individuals that need the 
same resources.

• Competition gets greater when 
population levels get higher.



Individuals with variations best suited for the habitat survive 
and reproduce (Survival of the Fittest)

• Some organisms inherit better 
adaptations than others, which 
make them more fit.

Ex: Darker-maned lions are preferred more by
females than lighter-maned lions.

Fitness: The ability to survive
and reproduce in a given
environment.



A population will change over time.

• The organisms that inherit the best 
adaptations are the “fittest” for 
their environment.

• The “fittest” are more likely to 
catch prey, hide/defend from 
predators, and reproduce-
passing along those traits.



Application of Darwin’s Natural 
Selection

Example: Giraffe Evolution

1. A population of giraffes show variation in neck length (short and long).

2. Competition exists between these giraffes for food and space.

3. Nature favors the long-necked giraffes because they can reach 
the food easier.

4. Long-necked giraffes go on to reproduce, short-necked 
giraffes die out.

Natural Selection: the process whereby organisms better adapted to their 
environment tend to survive and produce more offspring.


